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Abstract

Peer-to-peer systems offer attractive system management properties, including the ability of components

that join the network to self-organize; scalability up to tens of thousands of members; the ability of the

network to automatically repair its topology after node failures; and techniques for maintaining redundant

information to improve reliability and load balancing. We investigate applying peer-to-peer techniques to Grid

services that are oriented toward resource discovery. In particular, we apply the Chord structured peer-to-peer

overlay network to the Globus Replica Location Service, which allows registration and discovery of data

replicas. We describe the design and performance of a Peer-to-Peer Replica Location Service (P-RLS) that

uses the Chord algorithm to self-organize P-RLS servers and exploits the Chord overlay network to replicate

P-RLS mappings adaptively. We present performance measurements and simulation results for the P-RLS

system. We also discuss outstanding issues for applying peer-to-peer techniques to Grid resource discovery

services.

Abbreviations: P2P – peer-to-peer; RLS – Replica Location Service; P-RLS – Peer-to-peer Replica Location

Service; LRC – Local Replica Catalog; RLI – Replica Location Index

1. Introduction

As Grid deployments have increased in scale, system

management has become increasingly challenging.

System administrators must work to configure sys-

tems manually and to maintain and update them.

Efforts such as the Grid Research Integration

Deployment and Support (GRIDS) Center [4] seek

to ease the burden of deploying and operating Grids

by providing facilities for testing Grid software on a

variety of operating system platforms, guaranteeing

interoperability of software versions, integrating the

installation process and providing support for easier

configuration. Commercial efforts to provide more

automatic system configuration and management

include work on autonomic or utility computing [3,

31].

While these efforts are valuable, much of the

configuration and maintenance of Grids is still done

manually, primarily because individual Grid services

generally do not have capabilities of self-configura-

tion, reliability or self-healing after component failures

or unexpected events. This situation makes Grids com-

plex and expensive to deploy and maintain and im-

pedes the adoption of Grid systems. Making individual

Grid services and components more self-configuring,

reliable and scalable would provide tremendous ben-

efits to both scientific and commercial communities.
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In this work, we investigate applying peer-to-peer

(P2P) techniques to Grid services that are oriented

toward resource discovery. Peer-to-peer systems offer

attractive system management properties, including

the ability of components that join the network to self-

organize and discover other components; scalability

of peer-to-peer networks up to tens of thousands of

members; the ability of the network to automatically

repair its topology after node failures or departures

from the system; and techniques for maintaining

redundant information in the peer-to-peer network

to improve reliability and load balancing.

Grid resource discovery services are particularly

well-suited to the application of peer-to-peer techni-

ques. These discovery services share the require-

ment of maintaining a group of distributed indexes

and requiring state updates among these indexes,

and thus have similar requirements to the Internet

file sharing and discovery application that is the

basis of most peer-to-peer research. Grid resource

discovery services differ from one another in the

types of resource information they store and the

consistency requirements and rates of change for

that information. In this paper, we apply P2P tech-

niques to Grid Replica Location Services [18, 19],

which provide capabilities for registration and dis-

covery of replicated data items in a Grid environ-

ment. Other resource discovery services that could

benefit from peer-to-peer techniques include distrib-

uted Grid information services, such as the Globus

Monitoring and Discovery Service [21, 59], and dis-

tributed metadata services.

In this paper, we describe the Peer-to-Peer Replica

Location Service (P-RLS), which uses a structured

peer-to-peer network to organize a distributed index

of replica location mappings. The P-RLS design uses

the structured overlay network of the Chord peer-to-

peer system [53] to self-organize P-RLS servers. We

implemented a prototype of the P-RLS system by

extending the RLS implementation in Globus Tool-

kit Version 3.0 with Chord protocols. We measured

the performance and scalability of a P-RLS network

with up to 16 nodes containing 100,000 or 1 million

total mappings. We also simulated the distribution of

mappings and queries in P-RLS systems ranging in

size from 10 to 10,000 nodes that contain a total of

500,000 replica mappings.

The paper begins with a description of the Globus

Replica Location Service. Next, we provide an over-

view of peer-to-peer systems and a description of the

Chord structured overlay network. Next, we describe

the P-RLS design and implementation and present

performance measurements and simulation results.

We discuss related work and conclude the paper with

a discussion of outstanding research issues for

applying peer-to-peer techniques to Grid systems.

These include adapting peer-to-peer algorithms for

the typical scale and dynamism of Grid resource

discovery systems; addressing security issues such as

authentication and authorization; evaluating different

peer-to-peer schemes, including structured and un-

structured networks; and investigating how well the

queries supported by peer-to-peer systems match the

requirements of Grid resource discovery services.

2. The Globus Replica Location Service

In Grid environments, data intensive applications

often replicate data for reasons of fault tolerance as

well as to improve performance by allowing access

to multiple replicas. A Replica Location Service (RLS)

is one component of a Grid data management system

that provides functionality to register and discover

data replicas. When a user creates a new replica of a

data object, the user also registers the existence of

the replica in the RLS by creating an association

between a logical name for the data item and the

physical location of the replica. An RLS client dis-

covers data replicas by querying the catalog based

on logical identifiers for data, its physical location

or user-defined attributes associated with logical or

physical names. In earlier work, Chervenak et al.

[18] proposed a parameterized RLS framework that

allows users to deploy a range of replica location

services that make tradeoffs with respect to consis-

tency, space overhead, reliability, update costs, and

query costs by varying six system design parameters.

A Replica Location Service implementation based on

this framework is available as part of the Globus

Toolkit Versions 3 and 4. We have demonstrated that

this RLS implementation provides good performance

and scalability [19].

The Replica Location Service design consists of

two components. Local Replica Catalogs (LRCs)

maintain consistent information about logical-to-

physical mappings on a site or storage system, and

Replica Location Indices (RLIs) aggregate informa-

tion about mappings contained in one or more LRCs.

The RLS achieves reliability and load balancing by



deploying multiple and possibly redundant RLIs in a

hierarchical, distributed index. An example RLS de-

ployment is shown in Figure 1.

The RLS framework [18] includes a soft state

maintenance mechanism and optional compression

of state updates. LRCs send summaries of their state

to RLIs using soft state update protocols. Informa-

tion in RLIs times out and must be periodically re-

freshed. To reduce the network traffic of soft state

updates and RLI storage overheads, the RLS imple-

ments an optional Bloom filter compression scheme

[13]. In this scheme, each LRC sends a bit map that

summarizes its contents to the RLIs. The bit map

is constructed by performing a series of hash func-

tions on the logical names that are registered in an

LRC and setting the corresponding bits in the bit

map.

Finally, the RLS framework envisions a member-

ship management service that keeps track of LRCs

and RLIs as they enter and leave the system,

including which servers send and receive soft data

updates from one another, and adapts the distributed

RLI index according to the current server member-

ship. However, the current RLS implementation does

not contain a membership service; instead, it uses a

static configuration of LRCs and RLIs that must be

known to servers and clients.

The current RLS implementation is being used

successfully in production mode for several scien-

tific projects, including the Earth System Grid [10]

the Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Obser-

vatory [33], the CMS and ATLAS high energy

physics applications [1], and the Quantum Chromo-

dynamics Grid [5]. Several other applications use

RLS via the Pegasus workflow management system

[24, 25], including the National Virtual Observatory

[11, 23] and the Southern California Earthquake

Center [6].

Despite its successful deployment by these proj-

ects, there are several features of the existing RLS

that could be improved. Because a membership ser-

vice has not been implemented for the RLS, each

deployment is statically configured, and the system

does not automatically react to membership changes

as servers join or leave the system. Configuration files

at each RLS server specify parameters including

authorization policies; whether a particular server

acts as an LRC, an RLI or both; and how state up-

dates are propagated from LRCs to RLIs. When

new servers are added to or removed from the dis-

tributed RLS system, affected configuration files are

typically updated via command-line administration

tools to reflect these changes. While this configura-

tion scheme has proven adequate for the scale of

current deployments, which typically contain fewer

than ten RLS servers, more automated and flexible

membership management is desirable for larger

deployments.

In addition, although the current RLS provides

some fault tolerance by allowing LRCs to send state

updates to more than one RLI index node, the overall

RLI deployment is not self-healing after RLI failures

and is not able to maintain consistency guarantees

for index contents. We have no ability to specify, for

example, that we want the system to maintain at least

three copies of every mapping in the RLI index space,

or that after an RLI server failure, the distributed RLS

should automatically reconfigure its remaining serv-

ers to maintain the required level of redundancy.

The RLS is implemented in C and uses the

globus_io socket layer from the Globus Toolkit. The

server consists of a multi-threaded front-end server

and a back-end relational database, such as MySQL

or PostgreSQL. The front-end server can be config-

ured to act as an LRC server and/or an RLI server.

Clients access the server via a simple string-based

RPC protocol. The client APIs support C, Java and

Python. The implementation supports two types of

soft state updates from LRCs to RLIs: A complete

list of logical names registered in the LRC and

Bloom filter summaries of the contents of an LRC.

The implementation also supports partitioning of

the soft state updates based on pattern matching of

logical names.

Figure 1. Example of a hierarchical RLI Index configuration

supported by the RLS implementation available in the Globus

Toolkit Version 3.



3. Peer-to-Peer Systems

We summarize recent work in peer-to-peer systems

and then describe the Chord structured peer-to-peer

overlay network.

Foster and Iamnitchi [26] define peer-to-peer

systems as Bdecentralized, self-organizing distributed

systems, in which all or most communication is sym-

metric.^ Peer-to-peer file sharing systems deployed

on the Internet typically involve a large number of

participants. For example, the Gnutella system is able

to scale to hundreds of thousands of nodes [16, 43].

There are no centralized authorities to organize these

networks. Instead, peer-to-peer systems self-organize,

and each node is only connected to a small fraction

of the other nodes or peers. In addition, the nodes in

peer-to-peer systems tend to be highly dynamic,

joining the network for relatively short periods. Dif-

ferent studies indicate that most nodes remain in the

Gnutella network less than 24 h [44], for a mean time

of 60 min [49], or that 50% of nodes are available

30% of the time over seven days [12].

For discovery of resources in a peer-to-peer net-

work, systems have evolved from centralized index-

ing to flooding-based unstructured schemes and to

Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) and other structured

approaches.

Systems like Napster maintain a centralized index

server, and each resource discovery operation is per-

formed by querying the central server. This approach

has limited scalability and represents a single point

of failure.

The flooding-based approach used in Gnutella

[16, 43] constructs an unstructured overlay network

among nodes. Queries are flooded to the whole net-

work. This approach is decentralized and improves

fault tolerance by eliminating the single point of fail-

ure. However, query flooding potentially introduces

large message traffic and processing overheads in the

network [45, 49, 51] and therefore may not scale

well. To avoid flooding of the network, the number

of hops on the forwarding path is typically bounded

by the time-to-live (TTL) field of query messages.

When using a TTL bound, search results are not

deterministic, and this approach cannot guarantee

finding desired files even if they exist. To make

unstructured P2P systems more scalable, several

random walk and replication schemes have been pro-

posed to reduce the number of flooding messages, as

in the Gia system [17, 34]. Most queries in an Internet

file sharing application are for a small fraction of

popular files; if those popular files are well-replicat-

ed, then they can easily be found with a random walk

of queries without flooding queries to the entire

network. However, it is still difficult for an unstruc-

tured peer-to-peer network to find files that are not

popular and well-replicated. In practice, the system

may bias discovery toward the most popular files or

resources and may ignore rarely used resources.

To reduce the extra communication and process-

ing overhead of flooding queries, distributed hash

table (DHT) approaches were proposed to construct a

structured overlay network among nodes and to

utilize message routing instead of flooding to look

up a resource [42]. DHT systems construct a variety

of overlay networks and employ different routing

algorithms. Depending on the overlay and routing,

each node in these systems typically maintains O(log

N) or d pointers to its neighbors in an N node net-

work, where d is the dimension of the hypercube

organization of the network. These systems can finish

a lookup operation in O(log N) or O(dN1/d) hops.

Therefore, these DHT systems provide good scal-

ability as well as failure resilience.

Besides efficient insertion and lookup, DHT-

based systems have properties of self-organization

for low maintenance cost and self-healing for failure

resilience. For example, in the Chord [53] system, all

nodes join the overlay network based on the positions

of their node identifiers in the circular identifier

space. Thus all nodes self-organize into a structured

overlay network automatically. Whether a node is

responsible for storing a key is based on the interval

in the identifier space between its predecessor and

itself. When a node leaves the network, its successor

node will automatically detect the departure and take

over the interval for which the departed node was

responsible. This self-healing behavior is useful to

provide redundancy and fault tolerance in large-scale

peer-to-peer systems.

Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) offer scalable

lookup for distributed resources based on exact

matches for a given key. However, they do not sup-

port several types of queries that are desirable in

Grid resource discovery services, including multi-

attribute queries, range queries, or richer queries

using query languages such as X Path.

In structured peer-to-peer networks like Chord

[53] and pure unstructured networks like Gnutella [2]

and Freenet [20], all nodes have equal roles and



responsibilities. Yang and Garcia-Molina [57] argue

that searching in these networks tends to be ineffi-

cient. They propose a super-peer network that takes

advantage of the heterogeneity of peers by assigning

the role of super-peers to more powerful nodes, while

less powerful nodes are clients of super-peers. The

authors show that a super-peer network can improve

performance by satisfying queries at the super-peer

level. Mizrak et al. [35] show that this scheme can

perform lookups in constant time, while the network

scales to millions of nodes.

3.1. The Chord Structured Peer-to-Peer Network

Our design of the P-RLS uses the structured peer-to-

peer overlay algorithms of the Chord system. Next,

we describe the Chord design proposed by Stoica

et al. [53]. Chord uses a one-dimensional circular

identifier space with modulo 2m for both node iden-

tifiers and object keys. Every node in Chord is as-

signed a unique m-bit identifier by hashing its IP

address and port number, and all nodes self-organize

into a ring topology based on their node identifiers in

the circular space. Each object is also assigned a

unique m-bit identifier called its object key. Object

keys are assigned to nodes using consistent hashing,

i.e., key k is assigned to the first node whose iden-

tifier is equal to or follows the identifier of k in the

circular space. This node is responsible for storing

the object with key k and is called its successor node,

denoted by successor(k).

Each Chord node maintains two sets of neigh-

bors, its successors and its fingers. The successor

nodes immediately follow the node in the identifier

space, while the finger nodes are spaced exponen-

tially around the identifier space. Each node has a

constant number of successors and at most m fingers.

The i-th finger for the node with identity n is the first

node that succeeds n by at least 2ij1 on the identifier

circle, where 1 e i e m. The first finger node is the

immediate successor of n, where i = 1. When node n

wants to look up the object with key k, it will route a

lookup request to the successor node of key k. If the

successor node is far away from n, node n forwards

the request to the finger node whose identifier most

immediately precedes the successor node of key k.

By repeating this process, the request gets closer and

closer to the successor node. Eventually, the succes-

sor node receives the lookup request for the object

with key k, finds the object locally and sends the

result back to node n. Because the fingers of each

node are spaced exponentially around the identifier

space, each hop from one node to the next node

covers at least half the identifier space (clockwise)

between that node and the successor node of key k.

So the number of routing hops for a lookup is O(log

N) for a Chord network with N nodes. In addition,

each node maintains pointers to O(log N) neighbors.

The basic Chord algorithm does not necessarily

result in an even distribution of mappings among

nodes. Consistent hashing assigns each object key to

the first node whose identifier is equal to or follows

the object key in the circular space. Thus, the number

of keys stored on each node is determined by the

distance of the node to its immediate predecessor in

the circular space. However, the node identifiers

generated by SHA1 hashing do not uniformly cover

the entire space, so the number of mappings stored

on each node may vary considerably. Chord achieves

a more even distribution by associating object keys

with virtual nodes and mapping multiple virtual

nodes to each real node. Each virtual node has its

own node identifier in the circular space and main-

tains the neighborhood information for other virtual

nodes.

To maintain the ring topology correctly when

nodes join and leave, each Chord node also runs a

stabilization protocol periodically in the background

that ensures each node’s successor pointer is up to

date and improves the finger table for better lookup

performance. Chord achieves fault tolerance for its

ring topology and routing by maintaining a constant

number of successors for each node. However, Chord

does not provide fault tolerance for the data stored on

its nodes; this data may be lost when a node fails.

Section 4.1 discusses our approach to providing

greater fault tolerance by adaptively replicating map-

pings on multiple P-RLS nodes. Our scheme lever-

ages the membership information provided by Chord

to perform this adaptive replication.

4. The P-RLS Design

Next, we describe the design of our peer-to-peer

Replica Location Service (P-RLS). This design re-

places the hierarchical RLI index from the Globus

Toolkit Version 3.0 RLS implementation with a self-

organizing, peer-to-peer network of P-RLS nodes.



In the P-RLS system, the Local Replica Catalogs

(LRCs) are unchanged. Each LRC has a local peer-

to-peer RLI (P-RLI) server associated with it, and

each P-RLI node is assigned a unique m-bit Chord

identifier. The P-RLI nodes self-organize into a ring

topology based on the Chord overlay construction

algorithm discussed in Section 3.1. The P-RLI nodes

maintain connections to a small number of other P-

RLI nodes that are their successor nodes and finger

nodes. When P-RLI nodes join or leave, the network

topology is repaired by running the Chord stabiliza-

tion algorithm. Thus, the Chord overlay network

provides membership maintenance for the P-RLS

system.

Updates to the P-RLS begin at the Local Replica

Catalog (LRC), where a user registers or unregisters

replica mappings from logical names to physical

locations. LRCs periodically send soft state updates

summarizing their state into the P-RLS network. The

soft state update implementation in P-RLS is based

on the uncompressed soft state updates of the original

RLS implementation. Just as in that implementation,

our updates contain {logical name, LRC} mappings.

To perform a soft state update in P-RLS, the system

first generates the Chord key identifier for each

logical name in the soft state update by applying an

SHA1 hash function to the logical names. Then the

system identifies the P-RLI successor node of the

Chord key of each logical name and stores the cor-

responding {logical name, LRC} mapping on those

nodes. We call this successor node the root node of

the mapping. Figure 2 shows how three mappings are

placed in a P-RLS network with eight nodes.

To locate an object in the P-RLS system, clients

can submit queries to any P-RLS node. When a P-

RLS node receives a query for a particular logical

name, it generates the Chord key for that name and

checks whether it is the successor node for that key.

If so, then this node contains the desired {logical

name, LRC}; the node searches its local RLI

Figure 2. Example of the mapping placement of three mappings in the P-RLS network with eight nodes.



database and returns the query result to the client.

Otherwise, the node will determine the successor

node for the object key using the Chord successor

routing algorithm and will forward the client’s query

to the successor node, which returns zero or more

{logical name, LRC} mappings to the client. Once

the client receives these P-RLS query results, the

client makes a separate query to one or more LRCs to

retrieve mappings from the logical name to one or

more physical locations of replicas. Finally, the client

can access the physical replica.

Next, we describe several additional aspects of

our P-RLS design, including adaptive replication of

P-RLI mappings on successor nodes, the effect of re-

plication on the distribution of mappings, and repli-

cation of mappings on predecessor nodes to improve

load balancing for popular queries.

4.1. Adaptive Replication on Successor Nodes

The P-RLI nodes in the P-RLS network can leave or

fail at any time, or the network connection between

any two nodes can be broken. To resolve queries for

{logical name, LRC} mappings continuously despite

node failures, we need to replicate mappings on mul-

tiple P-RLI nodes. The Chord membership main-

tenance protocol maintains the ring topology among

P-RLI nodes even when a number of nodes join or

leave concurrently. Thus, we replicate mappings in

the P-RLS network based on the membership inform-

ation provided by the Chord protocol.

In the P-RLS design, each mapping is stored on

the root node of the mapping. The root node main-

tains connections to its successor nodes in the Chord

ring for routing. A simple replication approach is to

replicate the mappings stored on the root node to its k

successors nodes, where k is the replication factor

and is typically O(log N) for a P-RLS network with

N nodes. Thus, the total number of copies of each

mapping is k + 1.

This scheme, called successor replication, is

adaptive when nodes join or leave the system. When

a node joins the P-RLS network, it will take over

some of the mappings and replicas from its successor

node. When a node leaves the system, no explicit

handover procedure is required, and the departing

node does not need to notify its neighbors. The

Chord protocol running on the node’s predecessor

will detect its departure, make another node the new

successor, and replicate mappings on the new suc-

cessor node adaptively. If, because of membership

changes in the P-RLS network, a particular node is

no longer a successor of a root node, then the re-

plicated mappings from that root node must be

removed from the former successor node. We

achieve this using the soft state replication and the

periodic probing messages of the Chord protocol.

Each mapping has an expiration time. When a node

receives a probe message from its predecessor, it

extends the expiration time of the mappings belong-

ing to that predecessor, because the node knows that

it is still the successor node of that predecessor.

Expired mappings are removed. When a mapping on

a root node is updated by an LRC, the root node

updates its successors immediately to maintain the

consistency of replicated mappings. Since the suc-

cessor replication scheme adapts to nodes joining and

leaving the system, the mappings stored in the P-RLS

network will not be lost unless all k successors of a

particular root node fail simultaneously.

4.2. Distribution of Mappings Among Nodes

The Chord algorithm described in Section 3 can use a

consistent hashing and virtual nodes to balance the

number of keys stored on each node. However, the

use of virtual nodes incurs some overhead, such as

maintaining more neighbors per node and increasing

the number of hops per lookup.

Our successor replication scheme, which adap-

tively replicates mappings on multiple P-RLS nodes

for fault tolerance, can also improve the distribution

of mappings among nodes. In P-RLS, the number of

{logical name, LRC} mappings stored on each P-RLI

node is determined by the distance of the node to its

immediate predecessor in the circular space, i.e. the

Fowned region_ of the P-RLI node. In Chord [53], the

distribution of the owned region of each node is

tightly approximated by an exponential distribution

with mean 2m/N, where m is the number of bits of the

Chord identifier space and N is the number of nodes

in the network. With adaptive replication using re-

plication factor k, each P-RLI node not only stores

the mappings belonging to its owned region, but also

replicates the mappings belonging to its k predeces-

sors. Therefore, the number of mappings stored on

each P-RLI node is determined by the sum of k + 1

continuous owned regions before the node. Since the

node identifiers are generated randomly, there is no

dependency among those continuous owned regions.



Intuitively, when the replication factor k increases,

the sum of k + 1 continuous owned regions will be

more normally distributed. Therefore, we can achieve

a better balance of mappings per node when we

replicate more copies of each mapping. This hypo-

thesis is verified by the simulation results in Section

6.3. Moreover, we can still use virtual nodes to dis-

tribute mappings among heterogeneous nodes with

different capacities.

4.3. Query Load Balancing and Predecessor

Replication

While successor replication can achieve a more even

distribution of the number of mappings stored on

P-RLI nodes, it does not address the issue of query

load balancing for popular mappings, which may

generate a large number of queries for the root nodes

of those mappings. Consider a mapping {Fpopular-

object_, rlsn://pioneer.isi.edu:8000} that is queried

10,000 times from different P-RLI nodes. All the

queries will be routed to the root node of the map-

ping, say node Ni, and it will be a query hotspot in

the P-RLS network. The successor replication scheme

does not solve this problem because all replicas of

the mapping are placed on successor nodes that are

after the root node (clockwise) in the circular space.

The virtual nodes scheme does not solve this problem

either, because the physical node that hosts the vir-

tual root node will be a hotspot.

In the Chord successor routing algorithm, each

hop from one node to the next node covers at least

half of the identifier space (clockwise) between that

node and the destination successor node, i.e. the root

node of the mapping. When the query is closer to the

root node, there are fewer nodes in the circular space

being skipped for each hop. Therefore, before the

query is routed to its root node, it will traverse one of

the predecessors of the root node with very high

probability, as shown in Figure 3.

We can improve our adaptive replication scheme

and balance the query load for popular mappings by

replicating mappings on the predecessor nodes of the

root node. When a predecessor node of the root node

receives a query to that root node, it will resolve it

locally by looking up the replicated mappings and

then return the query results directly without for-

warding the query to the root node. We call this

approach predecessor replication.

The predecessor replication scheme does not

introduce extra overhead for Chord membership

maintenance because each P-RLI node already has

information about its predecessors, since it receives

probe messages from its predecessors. Also, this

scheme has the same effect of evenly distributing

mappings as the successor replication scheme, be-

Figure 3. P-RLI Queries for logical name Fpopular-object_ traverse the predecessors of the root node Ni.



cause now each node stores its own mappings and

those of its k successors.

5. P-RLS Implementation

We implemented the P-RLS system by extending the

RLS implementation in Globus Toolkit 3.0 with

Chord protocols. Figure 4 shows the architecture of

our P-RLS implementation. In this implementation,

each P-RLS node consists of an LRC server and a P-

RLI server. The LRC server implements the same

LRC protocol as the original RLS, but uses the Chord

protocol to update {logical name, LRC} mappings.

The P-RLI server implements both the original RLI

protocol and the Chord protocol. Messages in the

Chord protocol include SUCCESSOR, JOIN, UP-

DATE, QUERY, PROBING, and STABILIZATION

messages. The SUCCESSOR message is routed to the

successor node of the key in the message, and the

node identifier and address of the successor node are

returned to the message originator. When a P-RLI

node joins the P-RLS network, it first finds its

immediate successor node by sending a SUCCES-

SOR message, and then it sends a JOIN message

directly to the successor node to join the network.

The UPDATE message is used to add or delete a

{logical name, LRC} mapping, and the QUERY

message is used to look up matching mappings for

a specified logical name. The P-RLI nodes also

periodically send PROBING and STABILIZATION

messages to detect node failures and repair the

overlay network topology.

We implemented the Chord successor lookup

algorithm using the recursive mode rather than the

iterative mode. In iterative mode, when a node re-

ceives a successor request for an object key, it sends

information about the next hop to the request

originator if it is not the successor node of the key.

The originator then sends the request to the next node

directly. By contrast, in recursive mode, after a node

identifies the next hop, it forwards the request to that

node on behalf of the request originator. There are

two approaches for the successor node to send the

reply to the request originator. The first approach is

to send the reply to the request originator directly.

This approach might introduce a large number of

TCP connections on the request originator from

many different repliers. The second approach is to

send the reply to its upstream node (the node where

this node receives the successor request) and let the

upstream node route the reply back to the request

originator. We implemented the second approach to

avoid too many open TCP connections. All LRC,

RLI and Chord protocols are implemented on top of

an RLS RPC layer called RRPC.

6. P-RLS Performance: Measurements,

Analytical Models and Simulations

In this section, we present performance measure-

ments for a P-RLS system deployed in a 16-node

cluster as well as analytical and simulation results for

a P-RLS system ranging in size from 10 to 10,000

nodes with 500,000 {logical name, LRC} mappings.

6.1. Scalability Measurements

First, we present performance measurements for

update operations (add or delete) and query oper-

ations in a P-RLS network running on our 16-node

cluster. The cluster nodes are dual Pentium III 547

MHz processors with 1 GB of memory running

Figure 4. The P2P Replica Location Service Architecture.



Redhat Linux 9 and connected via a 1-Gigabit

Ethernet switch.

Figure 5 shows that update latency increases

O(log N) with respect to the network size N. This

result is expected, since in the Chord overlay net-

work, each update message will be routed through

at most O(log N) nodes. The error bar in the graph

shows the standard deviation of the update latency.

These results are measured for a P-RLS network that

contains no mappings at the beginning of the test.

Our test performs 1,000 updates on each node, and

the mean update latency and standard deviation are

calculated. The maximum number of mappings in

the P-RLS network during this test is 1,000, with

subsequent updates overwriting earlier ones for the

same logical names. Similarly, the number of RPC

calls required to perform these updates increases at a

rate of O(log N) with the number of nodes in the

system, N.

Figure 6 shows that the query latency also in-

creases on a log scale with the number of nodes in

the system. These results are measured for two P-

RLS networks that preload 100,000 and 1 million

mappings, respectively, at the beginning of the test.

Our test performs 1,000 queries on each node, and

the mean query latency and standard deviation are

calculated. The results show that there is only a slight

latency increase when we increase the number of

mappings in the P-RLS network from 100,000 to 1

million. This is because the mappings on each node

Figure 5. Shows update latency in milliseconds for performing an update operation in the P-RLS network.

Figure 6. Shows update latency in milliseconds for performing an update operation in the P-RLS network.



are stored in a hash table and the local lookup cost

is nearly constant with respect to the number of

mappings.

Because P-RLI queries are routed on average

through O (log N) nodes in the P2P network, they

have longer latency than a Globus RLI server, which

can support up to 12,000 queries per second [19].

However, unlike the Globus RLS, the P-RLI network

automatically routes queries to the correct P-RLI

node and provides self-organization and self-healing.

In the Chord overlay network, each P-RLI node

must maintain pointers to its successors and to its

finger nodes. The number of successors maintained

by each node is determined by the replication factor

k that is part of the P-RLI configuration. Figure 7

shows the rate at which the number of pointers to

neighbors maintained by a P-RLI node increases. In

this experiment, we set the replication factor to be

two, i.e. each P-RLI node maintains the pointers to

two successors. The number of neighbor pointers

maintained by a node increases logarithmically with

the size of the network. The error bars shows the min-

imum and maximum number of neighbor pointers

maintained by each P-RLI node.

Next, we show the amount of overhead required

to maintain the Chord overlay network. To maintain

the Chord ring topology, P-RLS nodes periodically

send probe messages to one another to determine that

nodes are still active in the network. P-RLI nodes

also send Chord stabilization messages to their im-

mediate successors; these messages ask nodes to

identify their predecessor nodes. If the node’s pre-

decessor has changed because of the addition of new

P-RLI nodes, this allows the ring network to adjust to

those membership changes. Finally, additional mes-

sages are sent periodically to maintain an updated

finger table, in which each P-RLI node maintains

pointers to nodes that are logarithmically distributed

around the Chord identifier space. We refer collec-

tively to these three types of messages for P-RLI

membership maintenance as stabilization traffic.

Figure 8 shows the measured overhead in bytes

per second for stabilization traffic as the number of

nodes in the P-RLS network increases. The two lines

show different periods (5 and 10 s) at which the sta-

bilization messages are sent. For both update inter-

vals, the stabilization traffic is quite low (less than

1.5 KB/s for 16 nodes). The stabilization traffic in-

creases at a rate of O(N log N) for a network of size

N. The graph shows the tradeoff between frequent

updates of the Chord ring topology and stabilization

traffic. If the stabilization operations occur more fre-

quently, the Chord overlay network will react more

quickly to node additions or failures. This will re-

sult in better performance, since the finger tables for

routing will be more accurate. The disadvantage of

more frequent stabilization operations is the in-

crease in network traffic for these messages.

Figure 7. Rate of increase in pointers to neighbor nodes maintained by each P-RLI node as network size increases, where replication factor

k is 2.



6.2. Analytical Model for Stabilization Traffic

Next, we developed an analytical model for stabili-

zation traffic in a P-RLS network to estimate the

traffic for larger networks than we could measure

directly.

Suppose we have a P-RLS network of N nodes

with stabilization interval I and replication factor k.

The average sizes of messages sent by a node to

probe its neighbors, stabilize its immediate succes-

sor, and update its fingers are Sp, Ss, and Sf , re-

spectively. In our implementation, over the course of

three stabilization intervals, each P-RLS node sends

messages of these three types. Thus, the total mem-

bership maintenance traffic T for a stable network is:

T ¼ log Nð Þ þ kð Þ � Sp þ log Nð Þ � Sf þ Ss

3I
N

We measured the average message sizes in our P-

RLS implementation. These values are shown in

Table 1.

Based on this analytical model, we computed the

membership traffic for networks ranging from 10 to

10,000 nodes, where the replication factor is 2. These

values are shown in Table 2. To validate our analyt-

ical model, we compared the calculated stabilization

traffic with the traffic we measured in our 16-node

cluster (shown in Figure 8 of the previous section).

Figure 9 shows that the analytical model does a good

job in predicting the stabilization traffic for a net-

work of up to 16 P-RLI nodes.

6.3. Simulations for Adaptive Replication

In this section, we present simulation results for a

larger network of P-RLI nodes. We focus on the ef-

fect of successor replication in providing a more

even distribution of mappings and the effect of pre-

decessor replication in handling request hot spots.

We simulate P-RLS networks ranging in size

from 10 to 10,000 nodes with 500,000 mappings in

the system. We picked 500,000 unique mappings as a

representative number for a medium size RLS sys-

tem. RLS deployments to date have ranged from a

few thousand to tens of millions of mappings. We

Table 2. Stabilization traffic (bytes per second) predicted by

analytical model.

Network size

Stabilization interval

5 s 10 s

10 876 bytes/sec 438 bytes/sec

100 14,533 7267

1000 203,077 101,538

10,000 2,608,190 1,304,095

Figure 8. Stabilization Traffic for a P-RLS network of up to 16 nodes with stabilization intervals of 5 and 10 s.

Table 1. Measured message sizes for our P-RLS implementation.

Sp 96.00

Sf 164.73

Ss 255.78



used different random seeds and ran the simulations

20 times.

The simulator used in this section is written in

Java. It is not a complete simulation of the P-RLS

system, but rather, it focuses on how keys are

mapped to the P-RLI nodes and how queries for

mappings are resolved in the network.

First, we simulate the effect of increasing the

number of replicas for each mapping in the P-RLS

network, where k is the replication factor and there

are a total of k + 1 replicas of each mapping. As we

increase the replication factor, we must obviously

store a proportionally increasing number of map-

pings in the P-RLS network. Table 3 shows the mean

number of mappings per node for P-RLS networks

ranging in size from 10 to 10,000 nodes when the

replication factor k ranges from 0 to 12, where the

RLS network contains 500,000 unique mappings. As

the P-RLS network size increases, the average number

of mappings per node decreases proportionally, while

the mappings per node increase as the replication fac-

tor increases.

While the mean number of mappings per node is

proportional to the replication factor and inversely

proportional to the network size, the actual distribu-

tion of mappings among the nodes is not uniform. In

Figure 10, we show that as the replication factor in-

creases, mappings become more evenly distributed.

The figure shows the distribution of mappings over a

network of 100 P-RLI nodes. The horizontal axis

shows the number of nodes ordered from the largest

to the smallest number of mappings per node. The

vertical axis shows the cumulative percentage of the

total mappings that are stored on some percentage of

the P-RLI nodes. For a replication factor of zero (i.e.,

a single copy of each mapping), the 20% of the nodes

with the most mappings contain approximately 50%

of all mappings. By contrast, with a replication factor

of 12 (or 13 total replicas), the 20% of nodes with the

most mappings contain only about 30% of the total

mappings. Similarly, with a single replica, the 50%

of nodes with the most mappings contain approxi-

mately 85% of all mappings, while for 13 total

replicas, 50% of the nodes contain only about 60% of

the total mappings.

Figure 11 also provides evidence that as we

increase the number of replicas for each mapping, the

mappings are more evenly distributed among the P-

RLI nodes. The vertical axis shows the cumulative

density functions for the number of mappings stored

per P-RLI node versus the number of mappings per

node. The replication factor for P-RLI mappings

Figure 9. Comparison of measured and predicted values for stabilization traffic.

Table 3. Mean number of mappings per node for a given network

size and replication factor.

Network size

Replication factor (total replicas)

0 (1) 1 (2) 4 (5) 12 (13)

10 50,000 100,000 250,000 N/A

100 5000 10,000 25,000 65,000

1000 500 1000 2500 6500

10,000 50 100 250 650



ranges from 0 to 12, and the P-RLS network size is

100 nodes. The left-most line shows the case where

P-RLI mappings are not replicated at all. This line

shows a skewed distribution, in which most nodes

store few mappings but a small percentage of nodes

store thousands of mappings. By contrast, the line

representing a replication factor of 12 is less skewed

and resembles a Normal distribution. The ratio be-

tween the nodes with the least and greatest number

mappings is approximately 3, with most nodes con-

taining 40,000 to 100,000 mappings.

Figures 10 and 11 show a P-RLS network of 100

nodes. We ran the same simulations for network

sizes of 1,000 and 10,000 nodes and found very sim-

Figure 10. Shows cumulative percentage of total mappings stored vs. the percentage of total nodes for different replication factors, where

nodes are ordered from highest to lowest mappings per node. There are 100 nodes in the P-RLS network and 500,000 unique mappings.

Figure 11. Cumulative distribution of mappings per node as the replication factor increases in a P-RLS network of 100 nodes with 500,000

unique mappings.



ilar results. Figure 12 shows a very similar cumula-

tive distribution graph to that in Figure 11 for a

network of 10,000 P-RLS nodes. The main differ-

ence between Figure 11 and Figure 12 is that the

values on the horizontal axis showing the number

of mappings per node differ by a factor of 100,

corresponding to the difference in total nodes be-

tween the two networks.

Finally, we present simulation results for our pre-

decessor replication scheme, which is designed to re-

duce query hotspots for popular mappings. Figure 13

shows simulation results for a P-RLS network with

Figure 12. Cumulative density function for the number of mappings per node for a P-RLI network of 10,000 nodes for varying replication

factors.

Figure 13. The number of queries resolved on the root node N and its predecessors is more evenly distributed as number of replicas per

mapping increases.



10,000 nodes. We randomly choose 100 popular

mappings. For each of these, we issue 10,000 queries

from a randomly selected P-RLI node. We simulate

the average number of queries that are resolved on

the root node and its predecessors. In Figure 13, node

N represents the root node and node N-i is the i-th

predecessor of node N in the Chord overlay network.

Thus, node N-1 is the immediate predecessor of N,

and node N-12 is 12th predecessor of node N. The

results show that if there is no predecessor replica-

tion, all 10,000 queries will be resolved by the root

node N. However, as we increase the number of re-

plicas of popular mappings on node N’s predeces-

sors, the query load is more evenly distributed among

N and its predecessors.

7. Oustanding Issues for Applying Peer-to-Peer

Techniques to Grids

Peer-to-peer systems have attractive properties of

self-configuration, self-healing, scalability and reli-

ability. Incorporating peer-to-peer algorithms into

Grid components therefore offers large potential ben-

efits. However, Grid and peer-to-peer systems differ

significantly. Peer-to-peer algorithms are likely to

require modifications to function effectively in Grid

resource discovery services.

7.1. System Scale and Dynamism

Peer-to-peer algorithms will likely change in Grid

environments to reflect the different scale and dy-

namism exhibited by Grids. Peer-to-peer Internet file

sharing algorithms have generally been optimized

for environments that scale up to tens of thousands

of participating nodes and with highly dynamic mem-

bership, in which nodes participate in the network

for a few hours or days on average. By contrast,

Grids are typically deployed at somewhat smaller

scale, ranging from tens to hundreds and eventually

thousands of components. In particular, the distrib-

uted resource discovery systems such as the Replica

Location Service will likely have tens or hundreds of

index services that need to self-organize and share

information. Grids also exhibit less dynamism, with

components remaining as members of a Grid for

days, months or years.

One possible set of optimizations for peer-to-peer

algorithms that takes advantage of the smaller scale

and dynamism of Grid environments involves stor-

ing more information about neighbors in a struc-

tured peer-to-peer network. Since the total number

of nodes in the network is relatively small, the ad-

ditional storage overhead should also be small. This

approach would reduce query latency by reducing

the number of hops traversed during queries. The

tradeoff of additional storage space consumed on

nodes versus faster query speed may be practical at

the scale of typical Grid but not practical for a much

larger Internet peer-to-peer network.

7.2. Security

Security issues, particularly relating to authorization,

have received less attention in peer-to-peer systems,

but they are a key requirement for many Grids. In

Internet file sharing applications such as Gnutella [16,

43], any node may join the peer-to-peer network, and

access to content is not restricted. By contrast, Grids

have strict requirements for mutual authentication,

authorization and resource management. These

requirements may apply both to nodes communicat-

ing with one another in a peer-to-peer discovery

service and to clients querying the service.

In some environments, security mechanisms may

not apply to the resource discovery service itself, but

only to the underlying resources. For example, a

peer-to-peer Replica Location Service might be avail-

able to all clients without restriction. Clients could

query the system to discover the location of all data

replicas, but clients might not have access permis-

sions for all those replicas. Access control would be

enforced by the storage system on which each replica

resides.

In other environments, information about resource

location will also be considered sensitive, and com-

munication among peer-to-peer nodes of the resource

discovery service as well as all client queries will

require authentication and authorization.

7.3. Structured vs. Unstructured Peer-to-Peer

Systems

In P-RLS, we have applied the structured Chord

peer-to-peer overlay network to the Globus Replica

Location Service. However, it is not clear in general



whether structured or unstructured peer-to-peer net-

works are best-suited to Grid resource discovery

services. While a great deal of research has been

done on structured peer-to-peer networks based on

distributed hash tables, the most successful and

widely used Internet peer-to-peer file sharing sys-

tems, such as Gnutella, have all been unstructured.

Chawathe et al. [17] have argued that unstructured

systems are preferable for Internet file sharing

because they are better able to handle the extremely

transient nature of clients, the prevalence of key-

word-based searches rather than exact-match queries,

and the ability to answer queries for popular (and

thus highly replicated) content quickly. It is an open

question whether these same arguments for unstruc-

tured peer-to-peer networks apply to Grid resource

discovery services, where the members of the dis-

tributed index are less transient, richer types of

queries may be required, and applications may be

less tolerant of inaccurate query results.

7.4. Query Requirements

Many existing peer-to-peer schemes support only

simple queries, such as exact-match queries. How-

ever, many distributed resource discovery services

in Grids such as information services need to

support richer queries, including queries on multiple

attributes, range queries on numerical attributes, or

richer query languages, such as XPath. In addition,

Grid services may support more complex data

models, such as the GLUE (Grid Laboratory Uni-

form Environment) [22] information model that

unifies resource information collected by different

sources, or arbitrary XML, where the schema is known

to the producer and consumer but not to the index

components that store the information.

Another important issue is the effect on query

performance of distributing index information in a

structured peer-to-peer network. In a traditional

hierarchical index, it is likely that information with

similar names, such as related file names, will be

stored on the same index server. An example of this

is the Replica Location Service, where each Local

Replica Catalog stores mappings for all the files on a

local storage system. By contrast, in a structured

peer-to-peer system using a distributed hash table,

related mappings will tend to be distributed through-

out the wide area network. The effect of this dis-

persal of related information on query performance

has not yet been measured.

8. Additional Related Work

In Section 3, we provided an overview of work in

peer-to-peer systems. In this section, we discuss ad-

ditional related work in replica management for Grids

and distributed file systems, and we discuss structured

peer-to-peer systems other than Chord.

8.1. Replica Management in Grids

Other Grid systems for replica management include

the Storage Resource Broker [9] and GridFarm [54]

systems that register and discover replicas using a

metadata catalog. These systems differ from RLS in

several ways: They use a centralized catalog for rep-

lica registration and discovery; in addition to attrib-

utes related to physical replicas, they also maintain

logical metadata information that describes the

content of data files, which is deliberately kept sep-

arate in our system; and they use these metadata

catalogs to maintain consistency among replicas,

which is not done by RLS. The European DataGrid

project [28] has implemented a different Replica Lo-

cation Service based on the RLS Framework [18]

that is used as part of their replica management ar-

chitecture [32].

Ripeanu and Foster [46] constructed a peer-to-

peer overlay network of Replica Location Services.

Their decentralized, adaptive replica location mech-

anism uses three techniques: Bloom filter com-

pression to create a digest or summary of the LFNs

registered at a node, soft state update mechanisms,

and a multicast overlay network. Unlike the P-RLS

system, which uses a structured overlay to forward

queries to a node that can answer an LFN query, this

scheme distributes the Bloom filter digests to all

nodes in the overlay. Thus, each node maintains a

compressed image of the global system. When a

client queries a node for a particular LFN mapping,

the node first checks its locally stored mappings and

answers the query, if possible. If not, the node checks

its locally stored digests that summarize the contents

of remote nodes. Finally, if the node finds a remote

node whose digest contains a matching LFN, it

contacts that node to obtain the mappings. Ripeanu



et al. demonstrate that the network traffic generated

using this approach is comparable to the traffic

generated in query forwarding schemes. This solu-

tion requires more memory to store digests at a node,

but query latencies are reduced compared to P-RLS

because fewer network hops are required to resolve a

query. Since updates have to be propagated to the

whole network, the cost of creating and deleting a

replica mapping in Ripeanu’s unstructured scheme

is higher than for P-RLS when the network scales

to large sizes.

8.2. Replica Management in Distributed File

Systems and Distributed Databases

Data replication has also been studied extensively in

the literature of distributed file systems and distrib-

uted databases [14, 27, 37, 52, 55, 56]. A primary

focus of much of that work is the tradeoff between

the consistency and availability of replicated data

when the network is partitioned. In distributed file

systems, the specific problem of replica location is

known as the replicated volume location problem,

i.e. locating a replica of a volume in the name hier-

archy [36]. NFS [48] solves this problem using in-

formal coordination and out-of-band communication

among system administrators, who manually set mount

points referring to remote volume locations. Locus

[39] identifies volume locations by replicating a glob-

al mounting table among all sites. ASF [50] and Coda

[58] employ a Volume Location Data Base (VLDB)

for each local site and replicate it on the backbone

servers of all sites. Ficus [36] places the location

information in the mounted-on leaf, called a graft

point. The graph points need location information

since they must locate a volume replica in the

distributed file system. The graft points may be rep-

licated at any site where the referring volume is also

replicated.

8.3. Structured Peer-to-Peer Networks

Besides Chord, many other structured Peer-to-Peer

networks have been proposed in recent years, such as

Tapestry [60], Pastry [47], CAN [41], Koorde [30],

Skip Graphs [8] and SkipNet [29].

The routing algorithms used in Tapestry and Pastry

are both inspired by Plaxton [38]. The idea of the

Plaxton algorithm is to find a neighboring node that

shares the longest prefix with the key in the lookup

message and to repeat this operation until a destina-

tion node is found that shares the longest possible

prefix with the key. Each node has neighboring nodes

that match each prefix of its own identifier but differ

in the next digit. For a system with N nodes, each

node has O(log N) neighbors, and the routing path

takes at most O(log N) hops. Tapestry uses a variant

of the Plaxton algorithm and focuses on supporting a

more dynamic environment, with nodes joining and

leaving the system. It maintains neighborhood state

through both proactive, explicit updates and soft-

state republishing. To adapt to environment changes,

Tapestry dynamically selects neighbors based on the

latency between the local node and its neighbors.

Pastry uses a prefix-based lookup algorithm similar

to Tapestry’s. Each Pastry node maintains a routing

table, a neighborhood set and a leaf set. Pastry also

employs the locality information in its neighborhood

set to achieve topologyYaware routing, i.e. to route

messages to the nearest node among the numerically

closest nodes [15].

CAN [41] maps its keys to a d-dimensional Car-

tesian coordinate space. The coordinate space is par-

titioned into N zones for a network with N nodes.

Each CAN node owns the zone corresponding to

the mapping of its node identifier in the coordinate

space. The neighbors on each node are the nodes

that own the contiguous zones to its local zone.

Routing in CAN is straightforward: A message is

always greedily forwarded to a neighbor that is

closer to the key’s destination in the coordinate space.

Each node in a CAN network with N nodes has O(d)

neighbors, and routing path length is O(dN1/d) hops.

Compared to Tapstry/Pastry and Chord, CAN keeps

less neighborhood state when d is less than O(log N).

However, CAN has relatively longer routing paths

on lookup operations in this case. If d is chosen to

be O(log N), it has O(log N) neighbors and O(log N)

routing hops like the above algorithms. CAN trades

off neighborhood state for routing efficiency by ad-

justing the number of dimensions.

The above DHT algorithms are quite scalable

because of their logarithmic neighborhood state and

routing hops. However, these bounds are close to

optimal but not optimal. Kaashoek et al. proved that

for any constant neighborhood state k, Q(logN) rout-

ing hops is optimal. But in order to provide a high

degree of fault tolerance, a node must maintain

O(logN) neighbors. In that case, O(log N/log log N)

optimal routing hops can be achieved. Koorde is a



neighborhood state optimal DHT based on Chord and

de Bruijn graphs. It embeds a de Bruijn graph on the

identifier circle of Chord for forwarding lookup re-

quests. Each node maintains two neighbors: Its suc-

cessor and the first node that precedes its first de

Bruijn node. It meets the lower bounds, such as

O(log N) routing hops per lookup request with only

two neighbors per node. To allow users to trade-

off neighbor state for routing hops, Koorde can use

degree-k de Bruijn graphs. When k = log N, Koorde

can be made fault-tolerant, and the number of routing

hops is O(log N/log log N).

Two structured P2P systems based on skip lists

[40] have been proposed: Skip Graphs [8] and

SkipNet [29]. These systems are designed for use in

searching P2P networks and provide the ability to

perform queries based on key ordering, rather than

just looking up a key. Thus, Skip Graphs and SkipNet

maintain data locality, unlike DHTs. Each node in a

Skip Graphs or SkipNet system maintains O(log N)

neighbors in its routing table. A neighbor that is 2h

nodes away from a particular node is said to be at

level h with respect to that node. This scheme is

similar to the fingers in Chord. There are 2h rings at

level h with n/2h nodes per ring. A search for a key in

Skip Graphs or SkipNet begins at the top-most level

of the node seeking the key. It proceeds along the

same level without overshooting the key, continuing

at a lower level if required, until it reaches level zero.

The number of routing hops required to search for a

key is O(log N). In addition, these schemes are high-

ly resilient, tolerating a large fraction of failed nodes

without losing connectivity.

9. Summary and Future Work

We have discussed issues for applying peer-to-peer

techniques to Grid resource discovery services and

have described the implementation and performance

of the Peer-to-Peer Replica Location Service. Addi-

tional work planned for the P-RLS system includes

measuring the performance of the system deployed in

the wide area network, the throughput of the system

for update and query operations at high request loads,

and the effect of adaptive replication on query load

balancing.

We are investigating applying peer-to-peer tech-

niques to other Grid resource discovery services. In

particular, we are applying an unstructured peer-to-

peer overlay network to the index services of the

Globus Monitoring and Discovery Service.
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